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. 720P BluRay. Videos related to Rab Ne Bana Di Jodi (2008) 720p Movies related to Rab Ne Bana Di Jodi (2008) 720p Google search filter for Chinese websites blocked in China - zx2c4 ====== tonymet Better yet, google filter - world wide ------ zx2c4 DNS filtering, likely. Source: [ google-search/]( Apparently, Yahoo also got the news. [ lurquer Google is likely using the Great Firewall for this.
~~~ He posted this on twitter, which means this could be a DNS filter. DNS and IP filtering are more than likely, I'm not sure how the GFW handles "blocking" of IPs. It is my understanding that IP filtering is harder to do on the GFW than DNS filtering because there are more possibilities for arbitrary stateful firewalls that filter DNS records, and it's harder to mask IPs. The Indian Air Force on
Tuesday recovered the rear fuselage of an AN-32 aircraft, which is believed to be carrying four Indian personnel, from a deep gorge in the remote Narmada valley in Madhya Pradesh. The aircraft was recovered from the gorge in the Narmada river valley late on Monday night, nearly two days after it went missing on a road between Sidhi and Bharatpur, about 530 km south of the state capital Bhopal.
The exact location of the wreckage was unclear, but it was reported to be inside a valley, possibly on a hill, where the gorge is 15-20 ft wide and 600-700 ft deep. The aircraft with registration VT-GGR had taken off from the Bharatpur airport at 11:30 pm on Sunday and headed towards the Ra 82157476af
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